
 
 
To the Graduating Class of 2020: 
 
As your graduation day approaches quickly, we grow excited as each day passes in anticipation               
of the celebration of your accomplishment. Since we will be doing a graduation unlike those in                
the past, we are sharing this letter which has a lot of final details for you and your family                   
members regarding graduation. Please read it carefully. 
 
Graduate Arrival 
Graduates should arrive at the Florence Center no later than 8:30 am. Graduates who are               
driving will enter in Gate 3 and park in the West Lot. Graduates who are arriving with their family                   
will enter in Gate 5 and park in the East Lot. Once parked, graduates should immediately leave                 
the vehicle, wearing your cap and gown, and report to Door 7 for check-in. 
 
Tickets and Guest Arrival 
Each graduate will be provided only one ticket to graduation. This ticket will allow for one vehicle                 
to enter the graduation to view from the East Lot. Gates will open to the East Lot at 8:00 am. All                     
guests viewing graduation must enter through Gate 5. No one will be allowed in prior to 8:00                 
am. The driver of the guest vehicle must present the ticket at the gate in order to be allowed to                    
enter the East Lot to view graduation.  
 
Vehicles 
In order to control guests from having a blocked view, guest vehicles parking in the East Lot to                  
view graduation may not be large or oversized vehicles. Examples of vehicles not allowed              
include 15 passenger vans, party busses, limousines, etc. The largest standard vehicles            
allowed will be a standard SUV or 7 passenger minivan. Prohibited vehicles (15 passenger style               
vans, busses, party busses, limousines, etc.) will not be allowed to enter the gates at all. Certain                 
vehicles such as large SUV’s or lifted trucks or SUV’s may be directed to park in the grass at the                    
rear of the parking lot to prevent from blocking the view of other guests.  
 
Parking 
Please reference the attached parking map. Guests will park in the East Lot only. Graduates               
who drive themselves to graduation will park in the West Lot only. Please follow the directions of                 
event staff for parking. Upon entry of Gate 5 into the East Lot, visitors will be directed around                  
the lot and to a specific parking spot. Please follow the directions of the event staff. Vehicles will                  
be staggered, skipping a space between vehicles so that no vehicle has a vehicle parked               
directly in front of or behind them. Once parked, guests must remain in their vehicle the entire                 
time while at the Florence Center. Please remain parked throughout the entire ceremony. Once              



the ceremony is complete, please wait until directed by event staff to leave. We will control the                 
traffic by dismissing vehicles from the back row to the front. 
 
Health Screening and Check-in 
Graduates should take their temperature at home before they depart for graduation. Please do              
not come to graduation if you are feeling ill or exhibiting signs of illness. If you have a                  
temperature of 100.4 or higher, please do not come to graduation. Once graduates arrive at               
Door 7, graduates must be in cap and gown with their gown unzipped for security and health                 
screening. A temperature check will be taken prior to entering the building. If your temperature               
at the screening point is 100.4 or higher, you will be directed to put on a mask and move to a                     
holding tent to be rescreened after a short time. If your temperature is 100.4 or higher after a                  
second screening you will be directed to leave the graduation ceremony immediately.  
 
Do not bring any personal items into graduation with you that you cannot place in a pocket and                  
keep with you. Graduates will not be able to leave any personal items in the Florence Center to                  
collect after the ceremony. Leave all belongings at home or in your vehicle.  
 
Once you pass the health and security screening, you will enter the Florence Center and will                
check in with school staff members. You will be informed of your assigned seat location and                
should proceed directly to your assigned seat. At your seat you will find a program, mask, and                 
gloves provided for you. Please maintain appropriate social distancing at all times. 
 
Attire 
All graduates must adhere to the following guidelines: 
 
All Seniors will wear caps and gowns to graduation. Hairstyles must permit the cap to be worn                 
appropriately. Caps must be worn so that they sit level, rather than on the back or to the side of                    
the head. Caps should also be secured in place with bobby pins, if necessary. Each graduate is                 
expected to bring bobby pins if the cap does not fit securely in place. Caps may not be                  
decorated. Graduates may not pin anything or write anything on caps and gowns. Graduates              
may not wear jewelry that hangs on the outside of the robe. Only district -approved,               
school-issued, honor cords and stoles will be permitted. 
 
Female Attire:  
Graduates wear white or pastel dresses, with hemlines shorter than the robe. Wear comfortable,              
white, acrylic, or bone-colored shoes. Since graduation will take place outside, be sure the              
shoes you choose are comfortable to walk in and will not present an issue on the outside                 
surfaces.  Females are encouraged not to wear heels. 
 
Male Attire:  
Graduates wear dress pants, white or pastel dress shirts, ties, dress shoes and socks. 
 
Ceremony 
The ceremony will begin promptly at 10:00 am. Graduates will be lined up in lines along the                 
outside of the Florence Center to process in to your seats. Seats at the graduate seating area at                  
the stage will be numbered. Graduates who are speaking will process to the stage. Once at your                 
seats, please remain standing until directed to sit. Each graduate will be provided a bottle of                
water at their seat. 



 
All guests should remain in their vehicle throughout the entire ceremony. 
 
Restrooms 
Restrooms for graduates only will be available inside the Florence Center.  
Restrooms for guests will be port-o-johns which will be placed at the edge of the East Lot                 
adjacent to Veterans Park. We ask that guests remain in their vehicle unless there is an urgent                 
need for the restroom. If a guest must use the restroom, you will not be permitted to stand or                   
congregate in any area other than the restroom. You must immediately return to your vehicle               
once you exit the port-o-john. Port-o-johns will be closed and cleaned every 30 minutes in               
accordance with guidelines. 
 
Receiving of Diplomas 
Graduation itself is orchestrated to be a formal ceremony, celebrating the academic            
accomplishments of the graduates with dignity and respect. Names will be called alphabetically.             
Student speakers who are seated on stage will be called first. You will leave the stage, walk to                  
the ramp to receive your diploma, and then return to your seat on stage. Candidates for                
graduation will stand one row at a time and move toward the stage. Each member of the class                  
will have an index card with the candidate’s name in his/her seat. Whenever a graduate stands                
to go to the stage, he/she should take the index card with him/her. Graduates will hand index                 
card to members of the administrative team. Please maintain appropriate social distancing            
during this process. When your name is called, you will be presented your diploma at the bottom                 
of the ramp. You will not shake hands with any staff. You will then walk over the ramp and                   
return to your seat. Remain standing until directed to sit by the Junior Marshalls. 
 
Changing the Tassel 
Tassels are worn on the right side of the cap until the class president leads the graduates                 
simultaneously in shifting the tassels to the left side of the caps. The president will ask the                 
graduates to stand for this. 
 
Photos 
Photographers will be taking photos throughout the ceremony. Additionally, there will be photos             
during the receiving of diplomas. Be prepared for a photo to be taken when you are receiving                 
your diploma as well as a photo when you turn after crossing the ramp. If you are wearing a                   
mask, you are welcome to remove your mask at this time for a photo. You will not stop for the                    
photo. It will be taken while you are exiting the ramp and returning to your seat. 
 
Ways to View or Listen 
There will be six Jumbotron screens that will project a live video stream of the ceremony with                 
closeups of speakers and then the graduates as they are walking across the ramp. 
 
There will be audio of the ceremony broadcasted on an FM radio channel. Look at the program                 
insert for information about the FM channel. 
 
There will be a live stream for guests at the Florence Center or at home to watch the ceremony                   
live. Look for the stream on the Florence 1 Schools website or the Florence 1 Schools youtube                 
channel. 
 



Additionally, the video will be Close Captioned and presented with American Sign Language. 
  
Ceremony Protocols 
Male graduates will remove caps for the Pledge of Allegiance, National Anthem, and Alma              
Mater. After the Pledge, graduates will be instructed to be seated. Guests in the parking lot                
should remain in their vehicle for the Pledge of Allegiance and the National Anthem. 
 
Graduates should remain dignified at all times. Please refrain from engaging in conversations             
with anyone during the ceremony. There will be ample time after leaving the Florence Center to                
celebrate. 
 
Student cell phones, purses, and personal belongings should be left in cars or with family so as                 
to not distract attention from the ceremony. 
 
Gum, candy, food, drinks are not allowed. 
 
Noise makers, beach balls, balloons, banners, and all other items that could be disruptive to the                
ceremony are not allowed. 
 
We ask that guests do not disturb the ceremony by blowing horns, listening to loud music,                
yelling, screaming, or other disruptive behaviors. Once all graduates have been called, guests             
will be directed to join together to celebrate the graduates’ accomplishments. At that time, we               
welcome as much noise as you can make to show the graduates your support and               
congratulations. 
 
Leaving the Ceremony 
Once the graduation has completed, all guests must remain in their vehicle. Graduates will walk               
in lines out of the seating area back towards the Florence Center. Once on the sidewalk at the                  
Florence Center, graduates who drove in their own vehicle will walk directly to the West Lot,                
enter their vehicle and leave the Florence Center. Graduates who rode with guests will report               
directly to your vehicle and enter your vehicle. Remember, graduates will not be allowed to               
reenter the Florence Center to retrieve any belongings. 
 
Once all graduates have cleared the sidewalk and parking lot area, the event staff will begin to                 
direct traffic to leave the Florence Center. Please wait to move your vehicle until directed by                
event staff.  
 
Congratulations! We know you have worked extremely hard and your family is proud of you.               
Even though the ceremony has been adjusted, I believe the graduates and their families will still                
have the same experience of a traditional graduation. Our graduation ceremony reflects the             
quality and pride of our school and our community. I assure you that the entire faculty and staff                  
celebrates with you on this momentous occasion.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
Matthew Dowdell 
West Florence Principal 




